
Muddy Boot Statistics – A Short Introduction to [R]

Objective:

This skill module is designed to provide you with an applicable knowledge of the programming 
environment [R].  [R] is a powerful tool for statistical computing and generating publication worthy 
graphics and best of all… it’s FREE!  Additionally, [R] has a tremendous amount of online resources to 
help you if and when you stumble.  For best results visit (www.r-project.org/) or simply Google® your problem 
(don’t forget to include [R] with brackets!!!).

By the end of this skill module you should learn how to:

• Create Objects
• Import and Export Data
• Manipulate Data
• Perform Statistical tests
• Graph
• Script
• Learn How to get help

Assignment:
1. To get started, email me (attine9@gmail.com) and I will send you the files we are using for this 

skill module.  Create a file for these folders on your desktop.

2. Get online and go to the r-project and download [R]

http://www.r-project.org/
mailto:attine9@gmail.com


3. Install and Load the package “maptools,”  Australia should be the location that is first on your 
list.  Because it is first, it gets packages most quickly and is usually your best bet. (lol)



4. Change your working directory to the file you created at the start of the course.



5. When interacting with [R] always use a text editor rather than the command window!  For this 
skill module, you should open up the script saved in the file you created.

6. Now you are ready.  Read through the script, run the commands (hint: ctrl+r) and exlplore!  The 
script should have several problems to lead you along and reinforce important concepts.  When 
you hit a road block DO NOT email me.  Use these opportunities to use the aforementioned 
resources.  You can also try inputting “?insert function here” in the command line to learn the 
specs on a function.  All the data sets that you are required to use should be in the file you 
created.  When you are completed, save your script along with the completed tasks and send it 
to me (attine9@gmail.com).

Good Luck!

Omar
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